
Collect pollen for flow cytometry 
 
This is a list of recommendations for sampling of Saxifraga pollen. It is based both on pilot 
analyses we made during the last season and some small methodological optimisations 
Martin Čertner did over the winter. 
 
1) Flower selection: The optimal stage for pollen sampling are flower buds that either have 
not spread their petals yet or have just opened. Anthers in such flowers are fully developed 
but not yet releasing any pollen. Closed anthers are much easier to manipulate with, will 
open during their desiccation and release sufficient amounts of pollen. When flower buds 
are not available, it is possible to have similar success also with recently opened flowers that 
are already shedding their pollen. However, here it is necessary to visually inspect the flower 
prior collection to check that pollen is abundant and looks fresh. Often a single visit from a 
pollinating bee can result in profound pollen loss, in older flowers the pollen starts changing 
color (usually turning darker) and loses its viability. 
 
2) Flower sampling: From what we learned last year, whole collected flowers often led to 
better results than stamens only (this could be e.g. due to pollen loss during flower 
dissection or less efficient pollen release when vortexing). On the other hand, the whole 
collected flowers were not always perfectly dry and that affected the pollen quality. 
Therefore, I suggest some modifications. After collecting the whole flower, please reduce the 
amount of fresh tissue to be dessicated by tearing off petals by hand (possibly also use 
scissors to remove sepals, adjacent leaves and shorten flower stalk), leaving only a 
receptacle and reproductive organs. I suggest collecting two flowers per plant (dessicated 
together in one Eppendorf tube) and when possible, sample two additional flowers into a 
second tube that would serve as a back up. If the analysis of the first two flowers will not 
provide enough pollen, we can do another analysis and pool the results (or even pool all four 
flowers together if this was a common problem). Often there is not enough ideal flowers to 
be sampled, then please put the better looking ones into the first replicate tube (labeled 
sample01_1) and the rest into a second tube (sample01_2). 
 
3) Pollen desiccation: I suggest a more efficient method of pollen (flower) desiccation that is 
better adapted to field conditions. You will need a few airtight plastic lock lock boxes (see 
the attached figures), they may be smaller (more portable on field trips) or bigger (efficient 
manipulation but better stationary), but their height must be enough to fit a layer of silica 
gel + opened Eppendorf tubes.  Then a paper grating that will serve as a tube holder (can be 
taken from commercially available paper tube storage boxes or hand made). This could be 
used directly in field to store the collected samples (with a thin layer of silica gel to slowly 
get rid of excessive moisture) and later, at the station, by adding more silica gel directly used 
for pollen desiccation. If possible, I recommend keeping the tubes with open lids already 
during the sampling (when closed and exposed to sun, they can heat up very quickly and 
possibly affect the quality of sampled pollen), the only risk is releasing flowers from their 
tubes if the container is tilted too much. I suggest filling only ca half of cells in paper grating 
with tubes, the remaining free cells can be filled to 1/2 or 3/4 or their height with silica gel to 
substantially increase the rate of sample desiccation. For that it may be convenient to 
arrange tubes and free cells in alternate rows. I recommend to always check the progress of 
desiccation the next morning, there should already be clear signs of flowers drying (if not, 



add more silica gel and/or put half of the samples into a separate container) and samples 
should be completely desiccated after 48 hours. The desiccated samples with closed tube 
lids can be then stored in a regular box and lock lock container re-used for desiccating a next 
batch of flowers. 
 

 
 
 

 


